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The Spark of Life
Magnesium for a Healthy
& Strong Nervous System

PAIN
RELIEF

Relax

In all life forms magnesium is required for cellular respiration to exist and thrive.
Translation: in biological terms magnesium is literally the spark of life. It is so
powerfully charged with energy that elemental magnesium, once ignited,
burns with an intensity of 3,100°C. It is almost impossible to stop magnesium
from burning once it has started (even submerging it underwater won’t stop
this supercharged mineral).
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Magnesium is Nature’s Original & Best Relaxation Nutrient!
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The amount of energy required to
run your nervous system can only
be obtained from Magnesium.

...
on

ɶɶ Your muscles are less likely to cramp up
ɶɶ Your heart beats perfectly
ɶɶ Every part of your body moves smoother
ɶɶ Your mind is calm and collected
ɶɶ Your cells produce more energy
ɶɶ You become completely energized.
ɶɶ Your blood vessels become clear & relaxed

fibromyalgia
mental retardation in children
daytime fatigue
poor quality of sleep and/or insomnia
depression

Simply speaking, the nervous system
is electrical in it’s function.

Everything is moving faster in today’s society, and for a lot of people the way they
keep up is by filling their body with stimulants. Eventually the stimulants stop
working and your energy crashes... or worse.

When your body is given abundant magnesium:

BRAIN
BOOSTER

A deficiency of magnesium will have negative
impacts on the nervous system, ranging from
mild to severely crippling, such as:

When your body has an abundance of bioavailable magnesium at it’s
disposal, all of life’s functions are smoother. Magnesium is a catalyst to allow
your body to function optimally. Without magnesium, life gets hard... and
eventually stops completely.

a
Healthy, balanced, ‘REAL’ energy is supplied by magnesium.
de
ti
With the right energy in the right place everyone will thrive
a
e
gr
and flourish in today’s society. Magnesium is what fuels
a
your body’s internal battery. Without it your cells are
h
t
drained and you with them.

CALM &
RELAXING
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Every single electrical
impulse your brain
sends through your
nervous system requires

Magnesium.
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Your Life Is In Your Blood
HEART
HEALTH

Magnesium for a Clean & Smooth
Heart/Circulatory System

Your

blood needs
magnesium for

The entire circulatory system from your heart to the veins in your smallest toe
are completely dependent on magnesium. Magnesium maintains the constant
& smooth movement of your blood. As magnesium drops, the flow of blood
to your extremities also drops. Without enough magnesium in your system,
blood flow problems set in.

clean & smooth

action.

Low magnesium levels in the blood have also been shown to be directly related
to: panic attacks, restless leg syndrome, varicose/spider veins, and high
blood pressure to name a few. Low magnesium has been identified as one of
the causes in each of these conditions.
Your body’s ability to quickly and smoothly move your blood directly affects
your day-to-day life. Your blood delivers oxygen and nutrients to your cells,
and then collects and removes toxins and waste. When this system slows down,
so do you.

Numbness, tingling, hardening of joints & blood vessels, and arthritis
are a few of the symptoms associated with low magnesium levels in the body.
When proper levels are obtained and maintained, the body naturally regulates
itself and the above mentioned problems disappear relatively quickly.

Fortunately, your heart is a tremendously strong muscle which constantly (literally,
for your entire life) uses magnesium to pump approximately 5-6 liters (quarts)
of blood through miles of blood vessels every minute.
Your heart must maintain blood flow, or life is terminated.
The harder your heart has to work the higher your blood
pressure rises. Extended periods of high blood pressure
can lead to heart attacks or even death.
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When you become richly supplied with magnesium,
every cell in your body works smoother, cleaner, and
more powerfully. Muscle tension melts away. Your
restless heart relaxes, and your whole body enjoys
true peace.
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ABUNDANT MAGNESIUM:
♥♥Steady heartbeat
♥♥Excellent circulation
♥♥Removes excess

WARNING: MAGNESIUM IS LOW
፞፞Irregular heartbeat
፞፞High blood pressure
፞፞Poor circulation
፞፞Clogged arteries

፞፞Muscle spasms
፞፞Cold hands
፞፞Muscle damage
፞፞Heart Attack
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blood clots
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♥♥Clean arteries
♥♥Relaxed muscles
♥♥Happier Life
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Building Blocks
WOUND
HEALING

Magnesium for Bone, Muscle,
& Tissue Support

EXERCISE
RECOVERY

PAIN
RELIEF

BONE
STRENGTH

BALANCES
CALCIUM

We’ve all been told how important calcium is for our health and to
maintain strong bones, cartilage, and joints. This is absolutely true! But hold
on a minute. Were you told that:

Reality Check:

LO O SE / BRIT TL E TEE TH

A R THR ITIS
HEA DACH E

Calcium is almost
~ worthless ~
without Magnesium!
In fact, it’s absolutely lethal.

J OINT PA IN
“ Tenni s elbow ”

M U SCL E CR AM P

Calcium cannot be absorbed
and put to good use in your
body if magnesium is not
present. We are very good at
expending our magnesium in
our daily lives, which results
in being unable to properly
absorb calcium. We then have
calcium floating around our
system free form, eventually
collecting in places it isn’t
needed and can’t be used.

An accumulation of non-bioavailable calcium in the body manifests in the
form of aching joints, knee/hip problems, arthritis, and deterioration of
cartilage. It also clogs the arteries and causes endless physical ailments
until enough magnesium is available to bring the calcium into balance.
Renegade calcium even has a hand in interfering with your nervous
system. Just as it can clog and stiffen your arteries, it can and will do the
same thing to your nerves and the blood vessels in your brain. Perhaps
“age-related” brain & nervous system diseases (ie. Alzheimer’s, dementia,
Parkinson’s disease) are at least partially caused by low magnesium and
unchecked calcium? Do you really need to be taking those calcium pills?
Muscle cramps, spasms, and other involuntary movements are directly
related to low magnesium. These unwanted contractions happen because
excess calcium (which the body uses for muscular movement) becomes
trapped in your muscle cells. Magnesium is used to remove this excess
calcium and relax a contracted cell.
However, if the magnesium is not available and excess calcium is allowed
to remain in your cells, the contractions will continue and eventually, the
cells will become solidified and die, literally suffocated by the unforgiving
calcium which is actively preventing that cell from respirating, creating
energy, and removing waste. It really is possible to drown in calcium.

OSTEOPOR OSIS
(br i ttle bones)
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This is Real Power
ENHANCED
ENERGY

Magnesium for ATP (Energy) Production
Our modern lives require lots and lots of energy. Many people make the mistake of
thinking that eating more food gives them more energy. In reality, the common foods
in a North American diet actually deplete your energy.
To make up for this most people try to use quick fixes to pump up their energy
levels. These fixes include but are not limited to coffee, energy drinks, numerous
over-the-counter stimulant drugs, and way too much sugar. Energy drinks try to fill
the gap, but these are just fancy stimulants loaded with sugar.
All these quick fixes do not provide the body with what it needs for sustained
healthy living. Your body gets a quick burst and a false high of energy which
is followed by a crash, at which point another stimulant is needed.

Magnesium is one of the best examples of an
energy nutrient. It activates the enzymes that
control digestion, absorption, and the utilization of
the food you consume.

Magnesium enhances your body’s
healing rate by increasing your
energy supply dramatically.

Magnesium is the key to unlocking hundreds of enzymatic
reactions throughout the body. Of special note is the most important enzyme
reaction: the creation of energy by activating ATP which is the foundational energy
storage molecule of the body . . .

It’s literally your Energy Currency. Ca-ching.

This constant up and down will eventually burn out the adrenal
glands. The more you force your adrenaline glands to work in overtime, the faster magnesium is depleted in your body.

Each cell in the body produces its own energy, and the total energy
produced by all our cells adds up to our total body energy.
Magnesium is vital for the maintenance of adequate energy
levels. Magnesium also helps in the storage of energy used by
the cells. Without it you will again feel tired. This is one of the
reasons most people experience the “2:30 energy crash”.

Inadequate magnesium is associated with a need for
increased oxygen during exercise. A 2002 study[1]
found that during moderate activity, those with low
magnesium levels in their muscles are likely to use
more energy — and therefore to tire more quickly —
than those with adequate levels.

Skip the coffee and stimulants; load up on magnesium and
watch your energy soar.

“Magnesium is important to so many aspects of the cell both in structure
and function at the cellular level. Without enough magnesium, the cell is
no longer able to keep up the proper number of high-energy molecules to
healthfully function.

Magnesium is your bodies’ true energy
source. By increasing your magnesium
levels, your body is better able to deal
with the ups and downs of everyday
life and give your adrenal
glands the fuel they need
to keep your body
functioning smoothly.
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The human body is a self-healing
collection of complex systems.
Repairing physical damage from
trauma, stress, exercise, infections,
and disease requires energy.

Once magnesium falls down below a certain level, just about everything
starts to go. The cell is not able to have a fully integrated membrane
system. It just starts to get weaker and weaker because it doesn’t
have the energy to do all the things it needs to do.”

Dr. Andrea Rosanoff, PhD | University of California, Berkeley
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Essential, Yet Elusive
The Search For The Best Magnesium
Magnesium was once abundantly available. Even just 100 years ago, all food had a much healthier selection of
vital minerals and nutrients, including magnesium. That is no longer the case. Minerals like magnesium have
been steadily disappearing from common foods because large scale farming methods & chemical fertilizers rob
our soil of their nutrients and interfere with a plant’s ability to absorb nutrients.
Without question, you must have access to a rich supply of magnesium every day if you have any intention to
acquire and maintain excellent health for the entire length of your life. If your food is not supporting you the
way you need it to, where are you going to get your magnesium from?
Supplementation is the only way to compensate for the magnesium dilemma every single human being is
facing, whether they realize it or not. There are several options for magnesium supplements, with varying
degrees of quality and therapeutic benefit to each.
Magnesium pills/powders: oral magnesium supplements are the most common and well known form of
non-dietary magnesium. Unfortunately they are not very effective. Passing magnesium through your digestive
system is problematic because it takes a long time for the magnesium to reach the cells of your body that need
the magnesium, and if taking large doses, most of it is not actually absorbed but rather excreted in your waste.

Not All Magnesium Is Created Equal
There are numerous chemical combinations of magnesium available
in supplement products. When it comes to something as important as
magnesium, finding the best is worth the extra effort.
You want the cleanest, most effective, and smoothest magnesium
you can find. The very best magnesium comes from the Dead Sea in
Israel. It’s called: Magnesium Chloride Hexahydrate (MCH).
The Activation Company developed a premium quality magnesium
spray using this exact type of magnesium several years ago. It is
called “Magnesium Infusion”. The following page explains this
product in detail.

This is because your intestines have a limited tolerance for magnesium. Past this point, the extra magnesium can
cause digestive upset and diarrhea. On top of that, a heavy load of dietary magnesium will put extra strain on
your kidneys because the non-absorbed magnesium must be filtered through your kidneys.
Magnesium bath flakes: magnesium sulfate, also called ‘Epsom Salt’, has been used since ancient times as a
relaxing substance in the bathtub. This form of magnesium absorbs relatively easily into your body, but it does
not have the same long-lasting effects of other forms of magnesium.
Magnesium injections: under medical supervision (and usually as a result of a life threatening emergency)
pure magnesium may be injected into the body for rapid relaxation of spasming muscles. This is
typically used to save the life of a heart-attack victim. While effective, injections are intrusive and
inconvenient.
Magnesium topical sprays: in the last 5 years “magnesium oils” have emerged and changed the
way people acquire magnesium. As mentioned above, eating magnesium as a pill or powder has a
very low absorption rate, as well as unpleasant side effects and a slow repletion time.
Topically applied magnesium is the most fast-acting, effective, and convenient methods of
magnesium supplementation available. By absorbing your magnesium through the skin,
you avoid the unpleasant side effects of dietary magnesium.

However, there is something very important to remember:
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The Only Magnesium
Purity Verified. Quality Undeniable. Fast & Effective? Very.
Magnesium Infusion is the result of 10 years of diligent investigation; a search for the absolute and most
beneficial magnesium for the human body. It is a perfect fusion of food/pharmaceutical grade Magnesium
Chloride Hexahydrate in purified water.
The quickest, most reliable, cost-effective and comfortable way to obtain high levels of easily absorbed
magnesium is by absorbing it through the skin (transdermally) from Magnesium Infusion™. No other form of
magnesium absorbs as quickly or effectively as the magnesium contained in Magnesium Infusion.

The Source
Magnesium Infusion™ is produced from pure Magnesium Chloride Hexahydrate (MgCl2∙6H2O), which
naturally occurs in the Dead Sea. People travel from all over the world to the Dead Sea to experience the
profound health giving effects from swimming in the mineral-dense water.
This form of magnesium is hydrophilic. It is strongly attracted to the water in your cells because each
molecule of magnesium is bonded to 6 water molecules. This is the only form of magnesium which has such
a positive affinity for the human body.

The Process
A unique blending process takes purified Dead Sea Magnesium Chloride Hexahydrate and makes a super
saturated concentrate so that you can experience these unique health benefits, conveniently and effortlessly.

The Measure of Quality
The question of quality is a major concern to individuals with the health of their family and themselves in
mind. Magnesium Infusion™ is unsurpassed in quality, cleanliness, and most importantly: safety for the
consumer.

LEARN MORE NOW!

All magnesium products are not made equal. This formula has been lab-tested to ensure that it is 100% food/
pharmaceutical grade Magnesium Chloride Hexahydrate. No binders, fillers, or contaminants (in particular, it
is free of heavy metals).

Lightning-Quick Effects
Magnesium Infusion™ absorbs through your skin within
seconds and immediately enters your blood stream. It is the
fastest-acting, most bioavailable magnesium on Earth.
Immediately upon entering your body the latent energy in the
magnesium begins refueling your cells, donating energy to all
our your bodies healing processes.
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The body heals itself. Magnesium simply provides the energy
to do so. Minor health issues exhibit positive effects very soon
after application, while chronic and severe issues may require
up to a month of use to experience noticeable improvement.
Compared to standard magnesium supplements (which can
take up to a year to adequately restore magnesium in the

Index

body), Magnesium Infusion™ works exceptionally quickly and
gently to bring balance to your body.
Magnesium Infusion™ is clean, safe, and body-friendly. It is the
electrical source of all of your body’s energy production and
is required by your nervous system. For a body that runs on
electricity, magnesium is the “Spark of Life”.
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